indicated smaller color shift and higher CR at oblique angles than the conventional VA-LCD; the color shift from the normal direction (∆u'v') at θ = 60°was reduced by 60% and the CR was over 100:1 at all directions.
Background
Vertical alignment (VA) mode liquid crystal display (LCD) is widely used especially in large size display market because it shows very high contrast ratio in the normal direction and wide viewing characteristics, achieved by many efforts 1)-7) . However, much wider viewing angle is required in the movement of high definition from Full-High Definition (FHD) to Ultra-High Definition (UHD) because of its short preferred viewing distance 8)9) . As a reasonable method to measure viewing angle of display, the color viewing angle has been suggested 10) . This is angular range of low color shift from the normal direction. In particular, the color viewing angle is defined as the angle range within the noticeable threshold of ∆u'v' = 0.015, where u'v' is average value of 9 colors (dark skin, light skin, blue, green, red, yellow, magenta, cyan and gray in the Macbeth Chart). UHD display should require the color viewing angle above 100°, which is horizontal viewing angle at the preferred viewing distance. Some approaches such as the capacitive coupled method and the two-TFT method have been proposed to improve the gamma curve of VA-LCDs 4)6) . However, the color viewing angle did not reach 100°and also these methods require complex electronic circuits. In addition, the manufacturing cost and device power consumption increase when two TFTs are used in each unit pixel.
To overcome these drawbacks, we achieved outstanding wide viewing angle characteristics by applying the microstructure film without these complex circuit technologies. This film can control the scattering characteristics with the shapes of the internal air-micro cavities capped by black dots. In the case of TN-LCD, we could drastically improve the viewing angle characteristics by just attaching the film to the surface 11)-16) . However, in the case of 4-domain VA-LCD, improvement effects by attaching the film were limited 15) . Therefore, for VA-LCD, we optimized the backlight (BL) distribution and the LC alignment direction as well as the scattering profile of the microstructure film.
Feature of the Microstructure Film
The microstructure film is attached to the surface of LCD. It is composed of a transparent polymer layer, airmicro cavities, black dots and a base film, as shown in (Fig. 2-a) . The smaller the θ T is, the higher polar angles (θ R ) the reflected lights go out. On the other hands, to control the azimuth direction ( Fig. 2-b ), the shape of black dots is main factor. For example, the cavities under the circle shaped black dots reflect incident lights to various azimuth directions evenly. When the shape of black dots is ellipse, many incident lights from ϕ = 90°are reflected to ϕ = 270°. Furthermore, rhombus shaped dots reflect incident lights to specific direction according to the vertex angle.
System Structure and Characteristics
The mechanism of the improvement with the microstructure film is to mix reflected lights to straight lights at oblique angles, as shown in Fig Table 1 .
In following sections, we discuss the detailed characteristics of the three main parts respectively. 
3-1 LC-Panel

3-2 Backlight
3-3 Design of Microstructure Film in This
System
In this section, we present the optimization of our microstructure film for this display system. By (Fig.5_b) . These lights were expected as preferable source of the reflected lights. Besides, the image at θ = 60°in the vertical direction showed especially low image quality (Fig.5_b ) and low light flux, that should be improved.
For the light distribution of the θ = 30°in the horizontal direction to the θ = 60°in the vertical direction, we designed the rhombus shape black dots, in which the long axis is aligned in the horizontal direction as shown in Fig.8 . Furthermore, we found by calculation that the suitable vertex angle of black dots was 66°and the preferable taper angle of the cavity interface θT was 80°.
3-4 Properties of fabricated Microstructure
Film Based on the above mentioned design, we fabricated the microstructure film. Fig. 9 shows an optical micrograph of black dots and a cross-sectional SEM image of the microstructure film.
The truncated rhombic pyramid-shaped cavities were fabricated by the roll-to-roll self-alignment photolithography. The black dots were used as photo masks of the transparent photoresist and UV light was exposed from the film's backside 13) . The thickness of photoresist is 20 µm. The black dots with the size of 27 µm in long axis and 18 µm in short axis, much smaller than LC panel pixel, were aperiodically patterned with 35% coverage. The average vertex angle and taper angle were 66°and 81°, respectively. This is almost the same as our designed shape. The color shift from the normal direction at oblique angles was drastically improved as shown in Fig. 13, 14 .
Display Performance
∆u'v' of light skin at θ = 60°was only 0.004, reduced by 60% from the conventional 4-domain VA-LCD. These wide viewing angle characteristics were previously unattainable for the conventional VA-LCD. According to the previous research, that value of the conventional VA-LCD is about 0.01 even though subpixel drive is used to optimize applying voltages 4) 6) . The average ∆u'v' of the primary 9 colors described above was also improved remarkably and superior to the conventional VA-LCDs in all viewing angles. As a result, the color viewing angle was increased from 46°to 103°, and the target, the color viewing angle over 100°, is achieved.
In addition, the contrast ratio (CR) characteristics were also improved. Our proposed VA-LCD system indicated over 100:1 in all directions (shown in Fig. 15 ). In this way, we realized the display system which had smaller color shift and higher CR characteristics at oblique angles than the conventional VA-LCD. These characteristics were achieved by optimizing LC alignment directions, backlight distribution and scattering profile of the microstructure film, without subpixel driving technologies.
Conclusion
In this study, we have developed a wide viewing VA-LCD system with the microstructure film. For VA-LCD, we optimized the BL distribution and the LC alignment direction as well as the scattering profile of the microstructure film. We selected the 2-domain VA-LC panel to utilize its wider viewing characteristics in the horizontal direction than the conventional 4-domain VA-LC panel. BL distribution was collimated along the horizontal direction. Further, the microstructure film was designed so as to distribute lights from the horizontal direction to the vertical direction. This light distribution of the microstructure film could be controlled by the 3D inside structure, especially the shape of the black dots and the taper angle of the interface between the air-micro cavity and the polymer layer. This VA-LCD system realized smaller color shift (especially in the horizontal direction) and higher CR at oblique angles than the conventional VA-LCDs, without complex circuit technologies. This VA-LCD system can achieve the viewing characteristics regarded as UHD display.
This paper is an extended version of work presented in IDW'16 16) .
